Flx radio

First, we'll get the receive audio path running. In the radio, you need to send the audio to DAX.
To do this, pick the slice you want to run digital modes with and select the first DAX channel.
You do this in the DAX drop-down on the slice flag. Just pick "1":. Ensure that DAX has channel
1 turned on the 1 button is blue -- if not press it so that it is blue. You should see the audio
meter in the DAX control panel light up red line showing a signal and the channel state is
Streaming. If you do not see this, you do not have receive audio from the radio getting to the
computer. Nothing will work until you have this part working, so it must be right. Here's how
mine is setup:. Again, if you do not see this -- it must be fixed before you go any further. Here's
my filter after the change:. You are halfway there! If you do not see the red signal line in the DAX
control panel, you have to fix this before going on! If it did not, you need to fix CAT before going
on! You want to be sure you have signal making it to SmartSDR and you will see this with the
peak audio level indicator the far right hand bar. The audio goes from the radio to the digital
program and all the way back to the radio and we're keying the radio with CAT. You are now
ready to make a contact on the air! Powered by Zendesk. While rare, it is possible that a
Windows permissions issue may have prevented the FlexVSP driver from installing. Follow this
procedure to verify it is installed and manually install the FlexVSP driver if it is not installed. If it
is not listed, run the procedure below to manually install it, otherwise go th the Virtual Serial
port service not running section below. Follow the defaults and agree to all the questions. It is
possible that a system dependency has become corrupted or modified by Windows. In this
case, the issue can be resolved by repairing the FlexVSP driver install. If the service is not run
automatically when your PC boots up, this can cause the error noted above. If you have enabled
My Computer icon on Desktop using Desktop Personalization window, you can right-click on
the icon and select "Manage" option. It'll show the services configuration screen. Look for the
service named Virtual Serial Port Kit service. Right click on it and select Properties. It needs to
be changed - Select Automatic from the drop-down box. Below that is the Service Status :. It is
probably in a Stopped state. If it is, click on the Start button. After the installer has completed,
Restart the computer. Open the Windows Service Manager. There are several ways to do this: a.
Run the services. Open My Computer and you can click on " Manage " button present in the
ribbon. Right click on it and select Properties 4. It needs to be changed - Select Automatic from
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4. Started By. Most Recent. When you subscribe, you receive only messages for the product
you have subscribed to. You can check your current subscriptions and remove yourself from
subscriptions at any time by visiting the Reviews Home page and clicking on the 'here' box
under Subscriptions. If you have comments, questions, or problems with this procedure please
write to the Forums Manager. This project involves a management team of volunteers who each
take a topic of interest and manage it with passion. The site will be something of which
everyone involved can be proud to say they were a part. Toggle navigation. Forgot Password.
Reviews Home. The for the money is a great value and fun to use , I would recommend a for a
person looking to go SDR for the first time. Time Owned: 0 to 3 months. This is my first foray
into SDR Radio. I have been operating regular Boxes with knobs on until now, and now my
other gear sits in the shack pretty much unused! Bought second hand, the first thing I did was
invest in upgrading to the latest software. It is one of the best things about SDR, you don't
upgrade the hardware, you upgrade the software! The latest upgrade gave me the option of
operating remotely using Flexradio's Smartlink service which allows you to connect and
operate remotely from anywhere, using a phone, tablet or laptop! When trying it for the first
time, I marvelled at how bands which were previously unusable 80m and 40m with difficulty
during the day due to suburban QRM were now usable. My audio reports are always exemplary,
if I can hear the station, I can work them no problem. I have yet to fail to contact someone, even
in a pileup, that I can hear. Interfacing with other apps is relatively easy. I just need to work out
how to get spots to display on the main signal screen! It has worked pretty reliably. I have had
the occasional glitch where something stops working, but they are few and far between and
nothing a re-boot does not cure. I have even started using it with a transverter for 2m.
Integration is a breeze and by just setting up the IF frequency in the settings, the display
accurately shows the correct frequency on the Panadaptor. This is truly a transceiver that you
can grow with. I can't see myself parting with this radio.. Much has been said in other reviews
about the filtering and noise cancellation for reception, also on the number of options for
honing your transmit audio using the built in compression and graphic equaliser. If you cannot
make all the contact you want with this Radio, then you must be plugged into a dummy load!
Absolutely A1 Time Owned: more than 12 months. Hello fellow Flexers. I have to give my 2
cents on this wonderful radio. The Flex Here is my issue, I live in a small suburb. Parma Hts,
Ohio. Near Cleveland. I have been a ham a long while. I have always been plagued with a
sizzling noise. Power line noise. I happen to have a transformer behind my next door neighbors
back yard. I have went round and round with the power company for over 10 years and I could
never get results. Present day, I'm on to my 4th Flex and it just happens to be a Flex I mean
when it's on, the noise is gone. I set it to 75 percent. When I turn it off the constant S7 S8
Sizzling noise would drive any amateur operator crazy. The only good signals I could ever hear
had to be over S8. All other signals where useless. Now that I found the radio that actually
works for me I can enjoy my hobby finally. I was even contemplating on relocating my QTH just
to get away from all this crazy noise. The only thing that kept me from slashing my wrists was
the fact that I could at least use web SDR to hear who I was talking to but, that too was a pain in
the ARS because there was a delay. But thanks to the Flex , I am just as happy as I can be. And
the RX is crisp clear and I just love everything about it. Now, I really loved my As and even with
that ESC feature that Power SDR has, you know, the feature that you use another RX antenna
that made it possible to notch out noise, It changed it's phase and took out some noise. It
looked like a bulls eye, and your dragged the dot with your mouse slowly to remove the noise
but, with the Flex the WNB blows it away. Now, I am not saying that it will remove your noise
issue, It may, but it works for me. Being self employed, I can play radio at work. I take my laptop
to work with me and leave the Flex at home and thanks to Flex radio's Smartlink, I can remote
my radio and make all the contacts that I can all from my office. It just blows me away knowing
that I can take my laptop anyplace in the world and connect and operate my home station with
the click of the mouse. I can even use an I phone. I hope soon they make an app for all of us
android cell phone users. It's gonna be worth the wait. They will, somebody will. Why would
anyone spend all that extra cash on a mobile radio and huge expense of a decent mobile HF
antenna to go mobile? Now I know there is a lot of hams that would disagree but as for me, If I
can use my huge antenna at home with only watts and make contacts, well guys, to me, that's
the Cats Ass. Did you know that most problems and the very few complaints posted here are
operator error? Not to mention that our beloved Microsoft windows updates screw with the Flex
updates. At Flex radio labs they are constantly on top of it and sometimes it takes time. All you
gotta do is read and stay on top of the latest news in the Flex forum. There is always someone

else that has the exact same issue and the answers to any issues are usually right there for the
reading. If any problem comes up with a and a ham has an issue, I get an email and I read it.
Sometimes it's relevant, sometimes it's not. All I can say is. If you want the best, Go Flex. And
keep this in mind. The best is always worth waiting for. I thank you Flex radio for giving me back
my hobby that I love so very much. I got a used one direct from Flex, very fast shipping same
day. I needed tech support because the first time you fire up the radio it has to be connected to
the web along with the computer to get the software licence. Flex responded in under one hour.
Very good performance, and I really like the new software. It seems to do everything I would
want. I can see it not being a contest radio though, not because of the performance, but you can
hit something by mistake and hose things up and not know what is going on, the radio software
can do some crazy stuff, like switching to vfo b by mistake and not knowing what is going on.
You can also push the panadaptor from one band to another, for example, you can click on the
80 meter tab and tune down to , and if you hit the 80 meter button its still where you left it on
meters. The hardware seems great, the fan can make some noise when its on high but you don't
have to have the radio close. The software is really the major thing and I find it very easy to
figure out and use for all the basic operations. Most stuff is right on the screen for adjustment
with very limited things in menu's. The Anan had less delay latency and the Elad has almost
none. The Anan had a small amount when low latency filter option was selected Somehow they
get CW to work really well though. The antenna tuner has been able to match everything, it has
a memory, but takes a while to tune when it needs to. The global profile is very handy, it
remembers all the settings, frequency, levels, mode, antenna tuner settings, EQ, etc. This
seems to be a lot of radio for the money used and a very good radio at that. The RX seems very
quiet and sensitive. Two antenna ports plus an RX port, I would like more, same as every other
radio. For only a bit more, it offers much more then the Icom I had, easier to use, better
performance, many more things it can do and better fidelity. Very pleased with the radio. I really
love this radio. It has brought new excitement to this hobby for me. I do not miss knobs, I have a
Flex Control and that is all I need. The rig has a superb receiver, the best I have ever owned.
Auto drive settings set the for precise drive levels for each band with the amp on and full power
with it off or in standby just as with the K3. It makes contesting a lot easier. No screw-ups. I
really enjoy all digital modes, especially RTTY. It was a very nice RTTY performer. However this
blows it out of the water. The filtering is outstanding, I can use hz with no problems on RTTY, on
CW I normally use , and in tight spots I can go to hz, or even 50 hz with no ringing. On SSB the
filtering really shines. I can go as tight as 1. I can actually enjoy phone contests now. The SSB
stock filtering works fine for me, it goes from 4. I hear it does ESSB out of the box if you are into
that sort of thing. I hope to upgrade to a by the end of the year. With the and now being shipped,
there are plenty of 's on the market for excellent prices. You won't regret buying one. Great
radio. I had it for about 7 months before I traded it into Flex for the I was first looking at the
Anan Apache Lab radios, and did a lot of research on the difference between the Apache Lab
and Flex. Even one of the Anan users said, if you want support and good running software then
go with Flex. He said you need to be really good with computers since the only support you get
are other users on the forum for the Anan radios. So I signed up on the Anan forums. The Flex
was easy to set up, even though I had a few issues but a few calls to Flex resolved that issue.
The receiver is so much better in the Flex. You can do so much more with the Flex. I purchased
my Flex and Maestro used. It is a Top of the line HF Transceiver. The Panadapter on the Maestro
is Great! Time Owned: 3 to 6 months. I have had my license for almost 1 year. Everything is new
to me and I don't have the luxury of having a neighbor who I can ask questions of each day. I do
have some friends at the local club that has helped with many things. However, I'm the only one
in my area with a Flex system Fortunately, it's so easy to set up, I didn't need help. That's saying
a lot for me because I'm not technologically inclined, nor the most patient. Learning curve is
painless and quick. I'm learning my way as I go and become interested in different things. Ham
has so much to offer. I recently got started with PSK I found it challenging to figure out on my
other radio. Cables, downloads, etc. My Flex, I watched a Youtube video, followed the
instructions and was up and running in no time. I love having the ability of having two radios up
and running at the same time, via the split screen, pan adapter function. Point and click where
the action is, so much fun. I'm not much of a rag chewer, more listening at this point and it sure
is easy to see all the QSO's out there. Lot's more to learn and experience. It's nice to know I will
not out grow my rig as it will probably grow via SDR faster than I can learn. Haven't needed
phone support but it's there. Excellent support via users on line at the Flex web cite and
Facebook. Go for it! I would be shocked if you didn't love it. If not I believe there is a 30 day
return policy. I know, not scientific at all but the fun for me in the past two months is
experiencing no overloads, intermod as far as I can tell, and the ability to hear more stations
than I can work at W. CWT can be very crowded at times and the holds up better than the F, and

it was very good. They offered a price within a couple of hundred that I figured to net on the
open market. Trading relieved me of worries about scams, shipping etc. So it worked for me. I
have had the for a couple of weeks and I find it to be much higher performance than my
Software installation and setup went very smoothly and maybe took 30 minutes. No bumps or
issues. The F is an outstanding radio to be sure - no complaints except for the load on my
computer. The uses much less CPU time. So far no hiccups. I have read some comments from
hams complaining about the wideband noise blanker. Well, it works for me - followed the
information in the software manual. Some have noted the absence of preselector filters. I was
concerned. No need. For me this has proven to be a non issue. My experience with Flex
throughout the transaction was uniformly excellent. From the initial discussions with sales to
the receipt of my trade credit, each step was very professional and business like. That's my two
cents worth. By far the best HF deck I have used in over 40 years. Interfacing all the sound card
modes requires no additional cables to buy. And, it is easy to do. How cool is that? I run mine at
my remote base in an unheated building. It has seen C and has started up without effort and
'just works'. While true plug and play remote is not yet out but is coming , I have been running
remote for almost a year without a flaw using a Raspberry PI. I have run it in an RTTY contest
and copied signals where no other traditional radio was able to do so. I was able to operate
closer to other stations than ever. If you want to give that a try, I highly recommend it. I will
never go back to a tradition radio as the thing is old once you buy it. Also, my outperforms
many radios and give me the biggest bang for my buck. I use my Maestro or sometimes my
iPad. The customer service is second to none ok, maybe Elecraft is in the same position. Try to
get Icom, Kenwood or Yaesu to listen to feedback on how your radio works. You get what Japan
sends you and they don't listen to feedback I speak from someone who used to be a dealer. I
hope that helps a few of you. Mike va3mw Earlier 5-star review posted by VA3MW on I have had
just about every series of Flex radio up to the I have also used most current HF rig by every
vender ok, I have a radio problem. While all radios do a darn good job, the series take it one
step further. SmartSDR has the ability to process weak signals noise so much better than your
'normal' radio. That makes your watts sound more like watts. There is that much difference.
Lastly, the service is second to none. Do you think any of the big 3 will actually talk to you on
the phone if you have an issue? Flex will actually connect directly to your computer if you want
them to should you have any issues. With an SDR radio, you also get a new feature functionality
every few months. The big 3 can't touch that. Now, with the addition of the Maestro, your
experience only gets better. Lastly, you don't need to spend a lot on a computer to support it.
More than 12 Months. There is a delay before newly submitted reviews are Approved. The delay
is for new review screening and approval. The delay varies from minutes to a day or more.
Before adding a new product use the "Search" tool on reviews Home page to determine if that
product already exists in a category. Products for review typically should be tangible items
such as radios, antennas, towers, etc. A valid product review is one where you have experience
or knowledge of the product you would like to share with others. It is not a Forum for two-way
exchanges, product inquiries, general discussions or complaints, help requests, product repair
or modification, or customer service issues. A review should provide useful relevant opinions of
a product. Reviews only stating "Its great"or "Terrible product" are not helpful without
supporting information why its great or terrible. If using an anonymous eHam user ID for
submitting reviews be aware of a recent court ruling regarding identity disclosure of writers of
false reviews. Don't review home brewed equipment or home-brew copies of commercially
made products. Reviews are limited to one review per product per reviewer. Edits will go thru
the review Approval process. Do not submit a product review criticizing another review or
reviewer. Review authors should be able to share their product experience and opinion without
being publicly criticized. In the interest of maintaining objective product reviews for all review
readers, requests to remove Approved product reviews may be declined by eHam. Customers
and product users will add your product to a product category listing and write reviews when
they are ready to share their product opinion. If a manufacturer would like to announce or raise
awareness for their product eHam suggests writing a brief News release and submit it to
eHam's News. Click the News header on Home page then look for Add News button. It's a
conflict of interest for manufacturers or their employees to review their own products. Those
reviews will be removed. Do not offer rewards fo
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r positive eHam product reviews. Offering rewards for good reviews can create bias in reviews
that savvy review readers can detect. This can detract from trust by current and potential

customers. Those reviews are subject to removal. If a review that you feel is unfairly critical of
your product is posted and you wish to respond with useful information contact eHam's
Product Review's Manager to request the addition of an "eHam. Contact Product Reviews
Manager with questions or comments. We welcome your comments. The eHam. The FLEX
provides an entry point into multi-dimensional amateur radio operations from CW to the latest
digital modes. Providing dual panadapters and waterfall displays, as well as two
full-performance slice receivers, the FLEX- opens up new operating capabilities at an affordable
price. Rating: Time Owned: Great! Other useful information would include your experience with
similar products, infomation on a product that you would purchase instead of this one, and so
on.

